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New York, July 2015 – The Children’s Museum of the Arts (CMA) is pleased to announce If 
You Lived Here, You’d Be Home on view in the Cynthia C. Wainwright Gallery. This 
exhibition takes cartography and mapping as its starting point and includes 
contemporary artists whose work references maps and mapping. Cartography, from two 
Greek terms chartis (map) and graphein (to write), is the study and art of making 
maps. The first explorers started creating maps to help them understand their own 
surroundings, as well as places beyond their conception. During a time when the world 
was thought to be flat, many of the first map-makers began embellishing maps with 
creatures we now know never existed – they were certain that dragons and mythical 
beings existed just beyond their worldview. 

Maps help us glean spatial information about physical areas, but also have a history of 
capturing the imagination. They brilliantly compress complex ideas about space, scale, 
topography, power, social condition, and much more. The artists included in If You Lived 
Here, You’d Be Home take these ideas to the next level and recall those first fantastical 
cartographers, using maps to blend the transitional with the experimental. These 
contemporary artists use maps as their personal playground, using them to communicate 
elaborate ideas and critiques on complex concepts such as personal identity, politics, 
and even culture. As a medium, maps provide these artists with the freedom to interpret 
the meaning of the world around them. 

Matthew Cusick creates meticulous inlaid collages made from maps and printed 
ephemera addressing American culture. Cars, freeways, golf courses, ocean 
waves, and infamous icons and archetypes are recurrent themes in his work. 
Trained as a painter, in 2001 Cusick began collecting and working with maps and 
appropriated film clips, employing printed matter and digital video as a substitute 
for paint. A careful balance between beauty and strength also lies at the center of 
his works. Through the process of cutting up and reassembling fragments of maps, 
Cusick creates geographical timelines. 
 



Joyce Kozloff has a classic New York artist’s loft with worktables covered with prints, 
brushes and tubes of paint alongside walls covered with her paintings in progress. 
Colorful, commanding, and detailed, her captivating pieces tell histories not taught 
in classrooms. Layering collaged images and textured paint onto maps, she 
transposes new perspectives onto archaic worldviews. Kozloff is a major figure in 
both the Pattern and Decoration and the Feminist art movements of the 1970s. 
Since the early 1990s, she has utilized mapping as a device for consolidating her 
enduring interests in history, culture, and the decorative and popular arts.  
 
Barbara Macfarlane is a painter who captures the essence and drama of wide-
open spaces. Macfarlane’s newest body of work moves inland, playing with the 
perspective, interpretation and mapping of cities. Referencing and manipulating 
styles of antique cartography, Macfarlane’s work injects energetic lines and vibrant 
bursts of color into her portrayals of early modern cityscapes. Over the years 
Macfarlane has developed her own language of marks, color, and the balance of 
empty spaces, through ink drawing using a stick. 
 
Loren Munk is an artist known for his cubistic paintings that combine urban imagery 
with exhaustive historic research, complex systems of thinking, and painterly finesse. 
Munk starts with a street map of his area of interest to which he adds little plaques 
of color lettered with information and connected, with a line of the same color, to 
the relevant point on the map. The plaques become crowded, the lines 
accumulate, and the maps are nearly destroyed. Munk’s paintings tackle the 
subject of art itself through a historical and diagrammatic lens. In addition to his 
studio work, Munk is also a writer and curator. 

Nikki Rosato creates intricate portraits by cutting away at old maps, leaving only 
the roads and rivers behind like a network of blood vessels. Rosato uses an x-acto 
knife to hand-cut away all of the landmasses between the roads and waterways, 
and uses the delicate paper left to create portraits — some 2-D and some 
sculptural. Through the removal of the landmasses, the places become ambiguous, 
since all of the text is lost. 

Nike Schröeder uses thread, line, color, and texture to create her paintings. 
Schröeder started out as a painter, but began experimenting with hand-stitched 
embroidery onto canvas. Thread slowly began to develop into its own medium. 
Schröeder has always had an interest in experimenting with materials, and with the 
execution of needle and thread on canvas, her technique produces a 
contemporary illustration style. Her customary unfinished threads give texture to the 
piece and lead the eye, giving her work movement and energy. She allows strings 
to hang in a manner similar to paint dripping from a canvas, forming a symphony of 
color that evokes a distinctive artistic sensibility. 
 
Susan Stockwell creates delicately provocative works in sculpture, drawing, 
collage, installation and film that transform the overlooked materials of everyday 
life. Stockwell explains that her practice is ‘primarily concerned with transformation’; 
she employs the disposable industrial and domestic materials that pervade 
everyday life, most often paper. The paper she uses is heavily inscribed with its 
intended use - maps, dressmaking patterns, toilet tissue, books, calligraphy paper - 
or a past use that designates it as waste - coffee filters, tea bags, torn packaging. 
She chooses these materials because they ‘act as ready-made signifiers’, which she 



can sculpt and combine in ways that delicately reveal their obscured politics and 
hidden beauty. 
 
Robert Walden’s life as an artist began in his father’s studio. Intrigued by maps and 
mapping since he was a child, his drawings begin as any city or organism would, at 
the dense center and grow outward. Walden considers his drawing not only a 
finished work that represents a place, but also a reflection of the hand of the artist, 
the act of making lines. Each drawing represents a process of mapmaking and a 
place that is imagined. Walden uses colored architectural pens to produce a 
complex network of curving lines that, like old cities in Europe or the Northeast, he 
builds upon without a master plan. The compositions suggest nerve synapses as 
much as street maps, conjuring up associations with brain mapping and 
psychological terrain. 
 

Also on view in the Pepperman Family Fine Arts Studio is WONDERful WORLD! This 
exhibition is a collaborative world map created by CMA Teaching Artists and museum 
visitors. In this interactive exhibition visitors are invited to explore geography and 
symbolism while adding their personal touch to our large-scale world map. Using the 
mega-collage method (grid-method) to blow up a representation of the world map, the 
scale is nearly wall size. The visitors will add cultural, personal and regional elements using 
a variety of drawing, painting and collage methods. 
 
ABOUT THE CHILDREN'S MUSEUM OF THE ARTS: LOOK MAKE SHARE 
Founded in Lower Manhattan in 1988, the Children’s Museum of the Arts provides 
authentic hands-on art experiences for children, both in our art-filled museum and in the 
community. CMA’s mission is to introduce children and their families to the transformative 
power of the arts by providing opportunities to make art side-by-side with working artists. 
 
CMA works to fulfill its mission through four distinct initiatives: On-Site Public Programming 
that includes interactive art stations and artist-led workshops, early- childhood arts 
workshops, after-school classes, intensive art camps and special family programs; School 
& Community Outreach Programs throughout New York City; Art Exhibitions; and a 
Permanent Collection of 2,000 pieces of children’s art from around the world. More 
information is available at www.cmany.org. 
 
The museum is open to the public: Monday, 12PM to 5PM; Thursday and Friday, 12 PM to 
6PM; Saturday and Sunday, 10AM to 5PM. Closed Tuesday and Wednesday. Admission: 
Adults $12; Children $12; Infants (0-12 months), Free; Seniors, Pay-as-you-wish. Thursdays 4- 
6 PM, pay-as-you-wish. 
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